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This will not be the shortest paper of the year, nor even 
of the evening, but it may well be the shortest on the biggest subject. 

This "biggest subject" is the nature of reality, and I 
c oncede without quibble that there is no single ultimate reality. 
There are many unrealities and many realities, big ones, little ones, 
scientific ones, philosophical ones, mythical ones and even provable 
ones. The reality I am dealing with here is the reality of perceived 
events. In a sense I am doing a reductio ad absurdum on the great 
German historiographer, Leopold von Ranke, who died a hundred 
years ago. Ranke decreed that historiography's job was to 
reconstruct "what actually happened" (New York Times, Nov. 9, 1986) 
-- a job historidfls now think cannot be done. 

In a sense, too, I am trespassing on the oddly divided 
planet inhabited by Bill Burleigh and Leo Strauss. Their planet, as I 
caught it, consisted of two worlds, the world of ideas occupied by 
ancient philosophers, and the world of Machiavelli. Machiavelli, I 
t ake it, represents the world of actions, of events, of what people say 
and do and why, not the world of what people believe and call truth. 
But Machiavelli had ideas, plenty of them; so it is probably fair to say 
that in his perception of the world, ideas we re minimized. It is 
probably also fair to say that we are talking about that old chestnut, 
the disparity between what people say and wha t they do, between the 
word and the deed. I am casting myself as Machiavelli in this paper, 
avoiding as fully as I can the din and roar of fictions and myths, of 
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cant and ideology, of partisanship and screaming egos, of 
contemporary apologetics and incantations. 

In quieter language I am broadening the point made by 
Charles Murray {in Losing Ground) and many others that what 
actually happens is often very different from what was supposed to 
happen, a point inherent in both Spengler and Toynbee. Take any 
event and strip away the layers of rhetoric that surround it, the 
explanations, the justifications, the comments, the criticisms -- strip 
away until the bare body of the nude event stands before you, and 
there you have an ultimate, inescapable reality of some sort. Not 
what you expected, perhaps, not what you like, not what you wanted, 
but a reality none the less. Do this with a whole chain of events, and 
the results can be dazzling. 

I often do this as a kind of solitaire, or call it an exercise 
in intellectual independence. We probably all do it from time to 
time, not recognizing that it can be an engrossing game. This paper 
~hows you how to play one version of it. We begin with my 
mterpretation of a piece of history, the last two hundred years. It is 
an economic interpretation, I think, but Marx would have damned it 
-- I think. 

It is a truism, and I accept it, that every organized 
society is a mix of features which contains at least a government and 
an economy. It is also true that in most organized societies of the 
past the government and the economy were parts of a single, blended 
whole. I am not much of a political historian, but to the best of my 
knowledge the Western cultures of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries were the first societies to develope strong, 
semi-autonomous economies which prospered and were intended to 
prosper as mechanisms within but separate from the state. 

In these countries it was not a highly conscious or 
articulate movement. The cry was for economic liberty, and in 
England Adam Smith was its first eloquent spokesman. The ~ndu~tri~l 
Revolution was its most remarkable early product. But I thmk It dId 
not occur to Adam Smith nor Ricardo nor Bentham, nor even to the 
last Georges nor Victoria that in cutting the economy loose from the , . 
government they were making a genuine revolution. 

Tha t revolution consisted of a radical change in the 
functions of government in economic affairs. Until tha~ change, t~e 
government ran the whole show. Governments dealt wIth econornlC 
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activities when necessary or desirable, and when they did, the action 
taken was governmental in motive and operation, the social, 
governmental and economic areas so intertwined that there were no 
perceived boundaries. The postal and highway systems are examples. 
Clearer examples are The Hudson's Bay Trading Company and the 
East India Company, both of which were an inextricable tangle of 
commercial and governmental activities. 

When the demand for economIC liberty became 
irresistible, and the social benefit to be derived f rom it became 
obvious, the revolution occurred -- over a period of years in England 
and the United States. Where originally the government had been the 
prime shaper of the economy, it now beca me the provider of the 
setting in which a semi-independent economy ran itself. It was then 
that the economy was perceived for the fi r t time as a separable part 
of the social tangle. It was then that econo mics (with its cold-eyed 
offspring, accounting) became a separate, defined discipline in its 
own right; and it was not until the twentieth century that the 
government's role as setting provider for the economy was perceived 
as a principal governmental function. 

The concept of an economy as a fluid, semi-autonomous 
mechanism within a more or less benign framework provided by the 
government -- that concept is fairly new in man's thinking. Because 
it is now, and because it is the product of an evolutionary process 
with no preIormulated goals or preconditions (other than economic 
liberty itself), It is still evolving; we are not sure where It is going, 
where we want it to go and how we can determine when and whether 
we are a mature society or whether we hav~ lIIore developing to do, 
though some of our sages seem to be convinced that we are now fully 
industrialized and that it is time to talk about post-industrial society. 

In a society in which the government is to provide both 
economic freedom and the setting in which that freedom is to 
flourish, it is obvious that the relationship of the government to the 
economy is of supreme importance. Of supreme importance not only 
to the economy itself but to the whole society, as it Is the economy 
which determines the standard of living available to the society in 
which it functions. 

economy 
scheme: 
have to 

The relationship between the government and the 
was perceived as an important, organic part of the whole 
to provide real economic freedom, the government would 
provide both free markets and free access to them. 
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Restraints on these freedoms imposed by nongovernmental forces 
were prohibited, and as man's ineenuity (and cupidity) matureu, these 
prohibitions kept abreast in number and complexity. In the process, 
numerous other wickednesses, both economic and peripheral, were 
exposed and dealt with; anti-monopoly laws are typical examples. 
The result has been, ironically, an extensive and complex network of 
regulations in a ma7.e of restraints on top of a labyrinth of 
prohibitions that has all but strangled the freedoms intended to be 
preserved. 

By the early 1930's, the formula had become a habit: if 
something was wrong with the economy, the government should fix it. 
Then, of course, carne the Depression when seemingly everything 
went wrong; efforts to distinguish economic ills from social ills 
collapsed, and the government undertook to fix them all -- usually by 
creating a commission or other authority to regulate the ill away. 
The government became the all-wise, all-pervading curer of all ills. 

In short, the evolution became a process of 
ever-increasing governmental intrusions into the way we lead our 
lives. Like me, you have watched the spreading net. Bureaucracies 
tell us what we cannot eat and what drugs we cannot use; how we 
mayor may not use the land we own; who can administer to us when 
we are ill; what books and magazines are too impure for us to read; 
how we must treat and talk about women, black people and assorted 
minorities; how much of our income we can spend on daily living; 
down even to who can cut our hair and trim our toenails. Some of 
you have watched with anger, some with applause. As for me, I have 
achieved a mildly rebellious resignation. Anger, applause, resistance, 
argument -- none has any real effect. The process bulldozes 
mechanically forward as it has for at least fifty years with a few 
modest successes, with more resounding failures, but always with 
increasing constraints on human conduct. 

To take a second compressed look at the last two hundred 
years, this is what happened; sparked initially by the. demand f~r 
economic liberty, the governments of most western natlOns ~ut their 
economies free, free in varying degrees, to develop as their h~man 
and physical resources permitted. Two eno.rmous re~ults ensued. h (~) 

ments became the conscious-settmg providers for t elr 
govern ). roceeded to 
respective economies; and (2 the ~co~omies P volve the 
industrialize their respective nations and l~cld~nt~llYT to ed the last 

11 call "capitalIst. owar 
various systems we now genera y hI . the 1930's the role 
fifty years of this evolution, however, roug y m , 
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of government as setting provider for the economy began a 
momen tous shift away from its focus on the econom y to a new rOl.e ~s 
arbiter of the quality of life of a ll segments. of the n~tIOn s 
population . In perhaps more understandable eco~omlc terms, thIS was 
in essence a shift of governmental attentIOn away from the 
production of goods and services to their ~istribution ~nd 
c onsumption. It was and is this shift which was and IS the. u~derly1ng 
cause of all the more recent regulat ions, boards, commISSlons and 
bureaucracies I have been talking about. 

Take note of a couple of things here : 

First: Except for what I have called the cry for economic 
liberty, the world of ideas has not been a driving force. All the fuss 
and fury of ideologies, the screams for justice and equality, the 
resentments and envies, the greeds, the exhortations -- that din has 
been omitted. These things are, I agree, aspects of reality, and I 
readily admit I have grossly oversimplified. Nevertheless, I maintain 
I have fairly described what really happened. What happened caused 
a lot of the din; but I have corne to doubt that the din caused much of 
what happened. Maybe, just maybe, the world of ideas is an 
irrelevance as a causative force. It will not surprise you to learn, 
therefore, that I awoke one bright spring morning saying to myself, 
"Why, it's the emperor's clothes all over. It's worse; there isn't even 
any emperor . It's just the sun rising again; it's an impersonal force 
not trUly responding to anything we say, think or do." 

Second: The second thing to note is one of the several 
questions tha t I hope occurred to you. To me the most interesting 
question is this: Are we to conclude then that capitalism is merely 
the engine of industrailization? That capitalism as we have known it 
is not a system to last into the indefinite future? That when 
Industrializa tion has run its course, capitalism has also lost its 
usefulness? I cannot answer this question to my own satisfaction but 
that it lies there on the paper may itself be significant. ' 

These thoughts have sometimes brought me an 
in tellectually lonely feeling. If. they are any good, other people ought 
to have them, people who wnte books. I am not an omnivorous 
reader , but I do read, and very few books I see meld into the kind of 
t hinking I ha.ve just expr:ssed. One of the few is a book I read many 
years ago, In the fortIes: The Managerial Revolution by James 
Burnham, which I am sure many of our older members have read and 
probably forgotten. It made a mild stir in its day. 
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Burnham looked around with fresh eyes and saw that in all 
medium to large corporations ownership had become so thinly spread 
and so dilute that ownership no longer had any real effect on the 
management of the enterprise. Ownership of General Motors shares, 
for example, is technically ownership of a piece of General Motors, 
but the piece is so small as to be meaningless in terms of the rights 
and responsibilities of ownership. The pattern amounts to divorce of 
ownership from control, which in turn means that the managers run 
the enterprise, and the owners have almost nothing to say about the 
way they do it. The result has been the formation of a managerial 
class running businesses to serve managerial interests, which are not 
necessarily the same as ownership interests. 

To state the point in more conventional terms, ownership 
of the means of production is unimportant when it is separated from 
control in an industrial economy in which control is all important. 
Control is what governs access to the means of production, not 
ownership. And control is lodged in the managerial class. If you 
accept this analysis -- and I consider it overly broad but persuasive 
-- you will probably agree that it is a short step to the conclusion 
that the managerial class is nothing but a series of bureaucracies, not 
inherently governmental, but bureaucracies nevertheless. 

Combine this notion with the point we had reached before 
we jumped to Burnham and the managerial class -- the point that the 
government has by now assumed the role of arbiter of the quality of 
life of its citizens -- add wide-ranging government regulation to 
managerial bureaucracy, and you get a new conclusion: namely, that 
management bureaucracies have been forced to become extensions of 
government bureaucracies. It follows that increasingly large areas of 
our lives are in fact regula ted by government bureaucrats no matter 
what language or technical devices may be used. It also follows that 
these areas of regulation will enlarge over the years, as they have in 
the past, and that our addiction to democracy ilnd liberty is being 
eroded to the point where, sooner or later, it will be merely 
self - delusion. 

Where does all this lead? A t the moment, it leads to a 
fresh look at Russia -- and remember our basic principle: forget the 
words, look only at what happened. An odd Italian communist named 
Rizzi evolved the same principle, and followed it to its conclusion in 
his appraisal of Stalinist Russia. 
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Bruno Rizzi's little book (about a hundred pages with 
notes) is pretentiously entitled The Bureaucratization of the World, 
but the whole thing has never been published In English. The only 
English translation of any of Rizzi's work, so far as I know, was 
published in 1985 by The Free Press, a division of MacMillan, and 
includes only "Part 1: The USSR Bureaucratic Collectivism," with a 
finc and careful introdllction ("a political detective story") by Adam 
Westoby, a lecturer in England's Open University (School of 
Education). This Part 1 was first published in Paris toward the end of 
1939, and was suppressed in early 1940 . Copies, however, survived, 
and the book became an underground classic particularly among 
communists, though perfectly normal his torians like Daniel Bell had 
access to it long before it was published in English. 

Rizzi was born in 190 I near Milan, and in his early 
twenties interested himself in various com munist causes, but by his 
late twenties found the orthodox co mmunism of the period (which 
was Stalinism) intolerable. By the mi d 1930's, he became, and 
remained, a Trotskyite. He also beca me a successful shoe salesman 
in the international trade, and by the e nd of his life (I 977), he was 
the prosperous owner of a substantial shoe factory. By then he was 
an interested but inactive Trotskyite. 

I shall not attempt to penetrate the Byzantine intricacies 
of communist doctrine, but it is necessary to recall that when Lenin 
became the Russian government, industria li zation had begun, Russian 
industry was nationalized and a state bureaucracy replaced owner 
management. Industrialization, now by the state, continued and has 
continued to today; the management bureaucracy expanded, and the 
process continued under Stalin, and cont inued, and continued, and 
continues today. This had not been ant icipated by Marx. It was 
justified by Lenin as a necessary transitional step; that was also 
Stalin's justification and constituted a par t, but only a part, of the 
Trotsky-Stalin rift. By the time Rizzi wa s making his own appraisal 
of what was happening, Trotsky was in \1exico writing books and 
articles to the effect tha t Stalin had be trayed the revolution. The 
trouble was that Trotsky too had swallowed the transition 
justification and stUI thought of Russia as a Marxist-communist 
state. He refused to see what Rizzi saw, and a substantial 
motivating element for Rizzi's book was an effort to make Trotsky 
see the light. 

What Rizzi saw in the Russia of 1939 was that it was not 
a socialist or a Marxist state at all. The transition toward Marxism 
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was not in motion and gave no indication that it was moving in any 
direction whatever. Russia had evolved into an unanticipated, new 
and surprising system which he called "bureaucratic collectivism," a 
coinage which soon found fairly wide acceptance in anti-Stalinist 
circles and is still in use by people referred to as macrosociologists 
(like Daniel Bell). Ownership of the means of production had been 
transferred to the state, of course, but the only significant effect of 
the change was to make central economic planning more feasible. 
Owner-management had been replaced by a new class of people, the 
bureaucratic elite, who behaved about as their predecessors had 
behaved. In fact, it was soon charged that Burnham had found the 
basic theme of his book by a comparatively simple semantic hop from 
Rizzi's "bureaucratic elite" to Burnham's "managerial class." Rizzi 
saw the bureaucratic elite as just another "exploitive class" blocking 
the road to socialism. Russia as a bureaucratic collective had 
become an intermediate monster, neither capitalist nor socialist, 
stalled, unable to move either backward or forward -- and its 
Marxism had become its delusion. 

Rizzi was far from a great man, not even a pleasant man. 
For one thing, he was anti-semitic. For another, his head was full of 
communist fustian and crammed with cocksure tendentiousness. But 
I can easily believe he washed the dust from his eyes one night and 
woke up the next morning saying, "Why, it's the emperor's clothes all 
over; only this time it's not even Stalin wearing Marx's white beard. 
It's just the sun rising again." 

Rizzi's insight starts the descent of my rocket trip 
through two hundred years of history, starting at preindustrial 
societies, going through industrialization, the d~vel?pment of 
capitalism and ending with postindustrial bureaucratlzatlOn. There 
remain a few loose ends and a few questions. 

I have not dealt explicitly with three major elements of 
the last fifty years: (1) the totalitarian dictatorships in Germany, 
Italy and Spain; (2) World Wars I and II; and (3) the development of 
nuclear bombs and power. I lef t them out partly because ?f the 
constrictions of time but only partly. The rest of the reason IS that 
in the end they ~ould only have been cumulative. Nuclear 
developments joined the broad mainstream of the movem~nt to,:",~rd 
bureaucratization. World Wars I and II accelerated and mtensifLed 
the evolution into full bureaucracy. And the totalitariarl 
dictatorships, though they took a somewhat different ~our~e, roughly 
paralleled the evolution I have described. There IS, m fact, a 
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developing theory of convergence : that all industrial socie ties, no 
matte r what their origins and ideologies, plow through the same 
jungle toward the same destination. 

I have not mentioned the third world as i. t does not fit my 
scheme: industriali zation has barely started there. 

Nor have I mentioned Russia's notorious cruelties and 
repressions. My principle requires ignor ing verbal bluster and din, but 
in considering the brutalities of post - Czaris t Russia two factors 
deserve, but do not receive, enlightened evaluation: first, how la ter 
conditions compare with what wen t before ; a nd second, how severely 
the process of industrialization itself, in England's and our own 
experience , dema nde d displacements and value changes which were 
a lso both c ruel and costly in human terms. 

We have now played out almost to its end one version of 
tha t solitary game I talked about at t he begi nn ing of this paper . We 
havc uncovere d one version of one real ity . There are many other 
realities, of course, some of which are right ; but none that I know of 
c redibly falsifies the one formul a ted here: that the Weste rn 
industrial na t ions, including our own, are sprinting down an open road 
apparently toward full social bureaucratization, a destination, 
incredibl y, very like the one at which Russia 's march toward Marxism 
stalle d some years ago. We are taking a different road, of course , 
but the two roads do seem to converge in the mist ahead, at 
bureaucra tic centralization of authority. 

As of touay, moreovcr, t here is no published work of 
accepted stature on the ways in which a mode rn, capitalist economy 
transmutes other features of the society in which it functions -- no 
over-arching fra mework on which to fit the ways in which our kind of 
economy affects, for exa mple, de mocratic processes, individua l 
liberties, social mobility, class divisions , r ights of ownership in 
private property or even institutions like marriage and family 
struc tur.e . Peter Bergen (director of the Institute for the Study of 
EconomIC Culture a t Boston University) makes thIs point at the 
beginning of his recent book, The Capi talis t Revolution (1986, Basic 
Books), on pages 3-4, ". • .an e mpirically oriented theory of 
capi t a lism and society does not exist at present, unless one wants to 
accord thi s status to Marxism . Clear ly, I do not." Furthe r, In the 
same pa ragraph, " ••• Marxism in any of its ve rsions will not meet the 
requi rement of a com prehensive t heoretical framework for an 
understanding of the relation between capitali sm and society in the 
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~h~d~~~j:C~: b~t none made a'direct assault, all pursued tangents. 

Until we learn better, then, we face a .fut~re of 
ever-engulfing bureaucracy. Will our b~reaucrat~c. ca~itahsm be 

h d' fferent from Russia's bureaucratic collectivism. We shall 
~:v~ to lwait to find out, but if Burnham and Rizz~ are right, the only 
significant difference betwee~ the~ is ownersh~p of. the means of 
production -- a merely doctrlO~1 .dlffer.ence, wr~h llttle effect. o.n 
what is really going on here. I dislike thiS concluSlOn and I hope i~ is 
wrong. Or maybe we are only regressing toward a twenty-fl:st 
century version of the eighteenth century hodge~podge from wh~ch 
we thought we had distanced ourselves. I do not hke that concluslon 
either, but no authoritative voice speaks up to tell us where we can 
expect to land. 

Until we hear such a voice, some of us may find a little 
warmth in the broad reality that to date no effort to create a 
communist state has produced a successful communist society; and 
that all such efforts to date, whether Marxist, Leninist, Stalinist or 
plain communist, have produced only ideologically unclassifiable 
monsters. 

P.S. Or perhaps the simplest and most comfortable way 
out is to duck any conclusion at all, using the technique we were 
taught last Monday -- the Dewar's Drinkers' Dodge, of which Bruce 
Petrie is clearly the Club's most creative practitioner. The Dodge is 
at once revisionist and antirevisionist in character, a Dewar's 
Drinkers' exemplary oxymoron, the existence of which the Dodge 
denies in favor of its own reality. The Dodge teaches us that 
abstract ideas, particularly academic varieties, and the words used to 
expollnd them are irrelevant to an understanding of the Dewar's 
Drinkers' reality. All such complexities probably are not there, says 
the Dodge; and if they are, pretend they are not. Trouble is, the 
Dodge just may be right. But me, I know what i:; there and what is 
not: I am a bourbon man. 

E. W. Merkel 
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2 Secretarial Expectations 

When in the course of all too human events it became 
necessary to subject the Club's constitu.tion to a CAT scan, the 
inevitable committee was formed. It consisted of two well-seasoned 
pillars plus an enduring monumen t : Bob Hilton, chairman, Frank 
Davis and Ed Merkel. The com mittee's fi rst discovery was that 
nobody knew with assurance what t he curre~tly effecti.ve constituti~n 
said. A couple of recent, free-spr ung actions were 10 hand, but It 
was not simple to determine where and how they fit in without 
knowing precisely what it was the y ere to be appended to or 
inserted into. 

The committee decided, therefore , that its first job would 
be finding out what our current constituti on was; then, probably, 
bringing it to internal consistency; a nd finally , in a blinding explosion 
of clarity, reassemble the whole t hing into a complete, final, 
coherent, official, indisputable, eternal, peculiar document, which 
will be the foundation for the next sixty - two years of amendments. 
You will be told, or at this reading ma y already have been told, more 
about this projec t than y011 want to hear . In any event, this paper is 
its first appendi x. 

We began with the constitution as it was set out in the 
1949 centennial booklet -- on the conv ic t ion that its acceptance for 
thirty-eight years constituted sufficient authentication. The version 
in the 1974 booklet was helpful, but less than definitive. Next we 
examined all the minutes from 1949 t o da te, dividing the work, to 
hunt for an action of constitutional or by-legal significance. 
Parenthetically, the 1949 constitution was plain and simple on 
bylaws, but nobody we consulted had ever seen a living bylaw; one did 
turn up in the minutes, but in an inconclusive setting. We then put 
our notes together, drafted and redra fted twenty-two times and il 

few weeks ago declared our job done - - wi th a further declaration 
that anybody who did not like it could compose his own version. 

In my research made several nonconstitutlonal 
observations. These~ with comments fr om several past secretaries, 
are lhe re ason for thIS paper. Most sec reta r ies, when they settle into 
the offic:, have a set of expectations for the job; the Club 
me mbership also has a set of secre tar ial expectations. It became 
apparent, as I read the minutes, tha t t he expec tations, both sets 
were not always coextensive with each othe r or with performance. ' 
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Secretaries have not always respected the fundamental 
purpose of minutes, which is to make an official record of ~ct~o~s 
taken, even a record of actions not taken. As a general rule, If 1t 1S 
not in the minutes, it did not happen. The principle is embodied in 
two iron rules I made up for future secretaries: 

Rule 1: State what was done, or explicitly not done, at 
the monthly business meeting. This is a basic essential. Even the 
r1 tualistic "the minutes were approved as read" and "there being no 
business, the meeting was adjourned" tells the researcher (a) that the 
secretary did not forget to report the business meeting (a lapse which 
does happen); and (b) that whatever was recorded as done at the prior 
meeting has not been changed. 

Rule 2: State who wrote what paper, entitled what and in 
general terms about what. This rule does not need resta tem ent, 
except to note that it prescribes a minimum on the contents of our 
papers. There is no maximum, which several secretaries have noted 
with relish. 

This brings us to general practices. Here there are no 
iron rules. There are only optional, accepted principles, to be 
observed or rejected at will. 

(a) The secretary defines the overall job to his taste. All 
past, secretaries with whom I have talked agree on this principle: the 
Job 1S onerous, exacting and time consuming; its only reward is the 
fun it can be turned into. Therefore all advise: do it any way which 
will minimize your boredom and maximize your fun. If the joy in 
your life derives from the ambiguous put down, go ahead with your 
put downs. If your joy comes from formulating the elegant mot juste, 
go ahead and formulate. And, God save the mark, if you preen 
yourself on your puns, ..• proceed with your punishment. 

(b) The second general practice relates to literary 
criticism. Praise where praise is due. Where praise is not due, be 
gentle. I did not find, in the research years assigned to me, the 
legendary put down: "He described his trip to Mexico. It lasted 
forty-three minutes." 

(c) The third deals with the secretary's own papers. 
Secretaries, by general consent, can be excused from writing any 
papers, but generally they perform like the rest of us on cornm~nd. 
Some secretaries modestly persuade a friend to write the approprtate 
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minute. Others blandly and with relish deal with their own papers, 
occasionally with a blast of welco me self-parody. 

(d) The fourth general practice deals with budget papers. 
Occasionally the budget reader writes all the budget papers. It is not 
a frequent exhibition, but it occurs often enough to be considered an 
accepted practice. The secretary should not treat it as a 
precedent-shattering novelty. 

(e) The last practice re lates to prose style generally: 
each secretary evolves his own. The best thing to do is assiduously 
refra in from worrying about it. First, re lax, then write what you 
want to say the way you wa nt to say it. What results is your style, 
and every secretary has his own. 

To lend authority to some of these comments, I conclude 
with two mildly edited quotes from minutes of the past. Many 
passages are worthy of quotation, but time presses. 

From 1956: 

The meeting of March 12 Wd~ olJened by a 
suggestion from the President tha t papers be 
from twenty-one to twenty-five 
double-spaced typed pages, apparently 
generated by some members' com ments that 
some other members' papers were t oo long. 
This is a very delicate matter . Comments of 
still other members suggest that paper length 
is none of the business of the original 
commentators, and that the length of papers is 
at least occasionally a matter of artistic 
integrity. Perhaps the subj ect would enliven 
one of our no-business business meetings. 

From April 3, 1950: 

Up to this point, the meeting was just a 
business meeting. Everyone had spoken as 
people do ... Orthodoxy had prevailed 
unchallenged. 

Then Walter Draper rose in his place, to his 
full height (Parentheticall y, Mr . Draper was an 
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extremely short man}. Mr. Draper broached 
the subject of gavels ••• He recalled the 
t ransfer of the Club from Eighth Street. He 
linked these seemingly unrelated events by 
revealing -- after 15 years, more or less, of 
enforced silence -- that he, Walter Draper, 
had had made a very superior gavel on that 
ancient occasion . 

• • • Mr. Draper did more than to reveal the 
fact that he had the gavel made. He produced 
it, from a coat pocket. He pointed out its 
beauties, and explained the reason for "this 
attenuated suppression of a generous 
gesture ••• It was not strong enough for the 
work." 

Mr. Draper then had another gavel made of 
sterner stuff. "This is a strong gavel," Mr. 
Draper averred, ana struck it vigorously on the 
marble gavel-anvil that graces the secretary's 
desk .•. Its head flew off the handle, and 
darted in all directions, as though torn 
between the twin temptations of working 
mayhem on the President a nd cutting down 
James Albert Green in his prime. 

Discredited but not embarrassed, Mr. Draper 
concluded his presentation, meanwhile 
re-uni ting the severed gavel for a doubting 
posterity .•• With a glint of a tear in his 
eye ••• Mr. Sagmaster accepted both 
gavels •.. manife stly pleased at having three 
symbols for one office. 

The mayhem-prone gavel, I might add, is the one now 
usually used by our president. 

E. W. Merkel 




